Introduction

POLITICS! is the subject of the thirteenth annual Western Reserve Studies Symposium. Begun in 1985 and designed to provide a forum for students and scholars of northeastern Ohio's history and culture, the objective of the symposia is to advance the exploration of the distinctive aspects of Ohio's Western Reserve.

The 1998 Symposium hosted by the American Studies Program at Case Western Reserve University took its subject from a suggestion that emerged following a Master's thesis defense related to the political issues surrounding the settlement of the Western Reserve. The decision for POLITICS! was made on the basis of the timeliness of the subject as it applies to the 200 year life of the region and particularly as viewed from the perspective of national, state and local politics.

The following persons assisted in planning the Symposium:

David R. Anderson, Hiram College
Kathleen L. Barber, John Carroll University
Arthur V. N. Brooks, Baker & Hostetler
Park Goist, Case Western Reserve University
Adrienne Lash Jones, Oberlin College
Alexander P. Lamis, Case Western Reserve University
Walter Leedy, Cleveland State University
Sr. Mary Denis Maher, Ursuline College
Marian Morton, John Carroll University
Rita S. Saslaw, University of Akron
Judith Sheridan, Historic Preservation Specialist

For their efforts in implementation, special thanks and appreciation are extended to Case Western Reserve University's John Bassett, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Susan Griffiths, Public Relations, Stuart Kollar and Sue Harris, Publications, Dwayne Bible, Network Services, Edith Schwede, Barbara Youel, Pete Bacevice and Lauren Kata, American Studies.

Our exploration of POLITICS! in the Western Reserve will be guided by scholars, authors and commentators. Included here is a program for the Symposium in its entirety, a list of presenters, their papers and abstracts in the order of presentation.

Gladys Haddad
Director
Western Reserve Studies Symposium

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS WILL HAVE BOOKS
BY CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE.

THIS PROGRAM, INFORMATION, PAPERS AND ABSTRACTS WERE PRINTED FOR THE BENEFIT AND CONVENIENCE OF SYMPOSIUM PARTICIPANTS AND SUPPORTERS. NO PAPER OR ABSTRACT MAY BE REPRINTED OR QUOTED WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR, HOLDER OF COPYRIGHT.